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A few important words in advance
A big THANK YOU in advance
Thank you very much for choosing our e-book „Best exercises training guide“ by
Pullup & Dip. Our goal with this e-book is to fully assist you during your training with a
large number of different exercises so that you can get the most out of your workout. After
reading this e-book one-sided training will be a thing of the past! In the e-book you will find
126 exercises with the pull-up and dip bar by Pullup & Dip, with gym rings and with
resistance bands for a varied full-body bodyweight workout. A gym is not needed, you
are 100% flexible with your workout and can train whenever and wherever you want. If
additional products or exercises are added, we will of course expand this e-book.

Feedback about the book and our products
If you already own one of our products, we thank you very much for your purchase and
your support. With our products as well as with this e-book we want to deliver the best
possible workout guide to our customers so that you can get the most out of your training.
If you have any feedback about our products or this e-book, we would be very happy if you
could share this with us. We are happy about every message. Simply contact us by email at
info@pullup-dip.com. We do our best to consider your feedback in the future!

Please leave us a product review on Amazon
If you already own one of our products and if you are satisfied with it, we would be very
happy if you could leave us your feedback in the form of an honest product review on
Amazon or on our online shop. By doing that you not only support us, but also other
potential customers in the product decision. Thank you very much in advance!
Description
Stay always up to date!
Do you want to keep up-to-date about new products, training tips and exclusive giveaways
as well as discount promotions? Then sign up for our newsletter and do not miss anything
out! On our website www.pullup-dip.com you will always find the latest blog articles about
bodyweight training as well as all our products from Pullup & Dip.
Follow us on Facebook,
Facebook Youtube and Instagram to see the latest training videos, training tips
and competitions. We would also be very happy if you share your videos / pictures with the
hashtag #pullupanddip on social media.
Facebook.com/pullupanddip
Youtube.com/pullupdip
@pullupanddipofficial

pullup-dip.com
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Exercising
muscles

About this training guide
What’s waiting for you
With this e-book we want to fully support you with your bodyweight training and
provide you with a varied workout. We‘ll show you a total of 126 different exercises with
the Pullup & Dip bar, gym rings and resistance bands.
The e-book includes exercises of all skill levels, for beginners, advanced as well as
professionals. The very demanding exercises are marked accordingly. We show all the
exercises in the outdoor area, but many of the exercises, especially with the resistance
bands or the Pullup & Dip bar, can also be done at home. Our e-book and our products thus
allow you a flexible training at home, in the garden, in the park or when on the beach as well
as in the hotel room when traveling. Thereby you have the opportunity to carry out your
training anywhere you want and to keep yourself fit.

We have divided this e-book into three parts:
1| Exercises on the pull-up and dip bar „Pullup & Dip“
2| Exercises with gym rings
3| Exercises with resistance bands
The individual exercises per product are then subdivided into the different muscle groups,
e.g. chest, biceps, triceps, back, legs and abs. For each of the products you will always find
a short introduction with hints, so that you know exactly what you have to pay attention to
which will make the training easier for you.
Exercising
muscles

Description
Helpful articles
In the last chapter of this e-book you will find an extract of our most popular blog articles
about bodyweight training, calisthenics and pull-up training. On our blog we regularly
publish helpful articles about these topics to help you successfully with your training. Have
a look over there
Now we wish you a lot of fun and a very successful workout!

Sporty greetings,
The Pullup & Dip Team

pullup-dip.com
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Important information in advance
Before performing the listed exercises, we always recommend a detailed warm-up with a
jumping rope, stretching and mobility exercises in order to minimize the risk of injury. Please
never use the listed products without enrollment and before you have read the operating
instructions in detail and familiarized yourself with the safety instructions. Never perform
exercises that you are not sure about or are unfamiliar with. In case of uncertainty, always
consult a professional trainer. If during your workout you experience pain or discomfort, stop
exercising immediately and consult a physician.
Any form of physical training carries the risk of injury. Please know your own limits and do
not exceed them. We recommend the listed exercises only to fully-grown and adult persons.
Despite careful work, we can not guarantee the accuracy and completeness of the content
described. The implementation of this is at your own risk and responsibility.
The products must be inspected and maintained before each use if everything is alright. If
you discover defects in the products, you must not use them in any case. Please inform us
via email to service@pullup-dip.com.
The company FT Fitness Technology GmbH excludes the liability for damages and
consequential damages resulting from the execution of the described exercises as well as
the training contents described in this book.
All contents of this book, in particular pictures, graphics and texts are protected
by copyright. The copyright lies, unless otherwise indicated, at the company
FT Fitness Technology GmbH, Blutenburgstraße 25, 80636 Munich. If you would like to
use contents of this book, please ask us in advance by e-mail at info@fitness-technology.de.
Exercising
muscles

Description
Publisher:
Pullup & Dip
FT Fitness Technology GmbH
Blutenburgstraße 25
80636 Munich, Germany
Tel. +49 89 6606 3007
www.pullup-dip.com

Design:
Nadine Bauer | Pullup & Dip
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Pullup & Dip – mobile Pull-Up and Dip
bar
Who is this product suitable for?
The pull-up and dip bar by „Pullup & Dip“ is suitable for all those who want to save time and
gym membership costs as well as those who prefer to train their own bodyweight outdoors
or at home with flexibility. The bar allows you to do a highly effective total-body workout
with over 35 exercises (see following pages). It allows you to make any place outdoors your
own outdoor gym and you can also work out at home in your own personal gym. The product
is therefore ideal for bodyweight, Freeletics, Calisthenics and functional training athletes.

What was the problem?
Especially exercises like pull-ups or dips are very effective bodyweight exercises. However,
pull-up bars for the home did not allow dips and in the outdoor area so-called „calisthenics
parks“ with pull-up bars are usually only available in large cities. To solve this problem, we
have developed a mobile pull-up and dip bar that allows you to exercise with 100% flexibility
anywhere and anytime while allowing many more exercises for a full-body workout.

Features of Pullup & Dip
The Pullup & Dip bar is available in three versions for indoors, outdoors and
indoors + outdoors. The exercises listed below are limited to the outdoor area, but of course
many of the exercises can also be performed indoors. In the indoor area, a wall adapter is screwed
to the wall into which the side arm of the bar can be inserted. Thus you can practically take the
bar off the wall when not in use and cover the flat adapter on the wall with a picture.
For the outdoor use, the outdoor adapter can be installed either on a tree or preferably a
round post (please note the assembly
instructions). Thus you can work out in the garden,
Description
in the park, on the beach or in other places. For most of the listed exercises the included
multi-bars are sufficient, but for exercises such as muscle-ups or skin the cat the additional
straight bar
bar is recommended. The multi-bars offer many different grip positions so you
can train your muscles with a lot of variation from different angles. The unique adapter
construction and the plug-in system allow you to change the bar from the pull-up position to
the dip position within a few seconds.

Material
Depending on the version, the Pullup & Dip bar is made of high quality steel with powder
coating or made of 100% stainless steel. Thus, a problem-free application in the outdoor
area is possible. The exercises shown below were carried out with the black steel version but
can of course be done also with the stainless steel version.

pullup-dip.com
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Exercising
muscles

Pullup & Dip – mobile Pull-Up and Dip
bar
Installation options
1| Outdoor installation on a tree

2| Outdoor installation on a post

3| Indoor installation on a wall
Exercising
muscles

Description

Components

				
1

2

				
3
				
				
				
5
				
6
				
7
4
				
				
9
				

8

1|
2|
3|
4|
5|
6|
7|
8|
9|

Side arm			
Outdoor adapter
Indoor adapter for the wall
Multi bars
Protection mat for tree/ post
Velcro fastener (narrow)
Velcro fastener (wide)
Tension belt						
Wall mounting screws

More about the Pullup & Dip bar
pullup-dip.com
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Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Back/ biceps

1| Pull-ups (wide)

Exercising
muscles

Description
Pull-ups can be done with different grips. We show
you the five most common grips.
1| Fix the Pullup & Dip bar at a height where you can
touch the bar with your hands while your arms
are fully extended. Hold the bar at the curved
ends of the bar with a wide overhand grip.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso

2| Pull yourself up until your chin is above the bar,
stop briefly at this position and move down again
in a controlled manner until you reach your
starting position. Your body should stay vertical
throughout the entire movement and you should
pull your shoulder blades together. Your back
should be lengthened and fully extended, your
legs either straight or bent.

2| Pull-ups with support of a
resistance band/ pull-up band

Exercising
muscles

Description
Attach a resistance band through a loop in the middle
of the bar and place either your feet or your knees in
the open loop of the band, depending on the level of
difficulty. That way, the band supports your upward
movement while you pull yourself up. The procedure
is identical to regular pull-ups.

pullup-dip.com
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Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Back/ biceps
3| Chin-ups with a close underhand
grip

Exercising
muscles

Description
Hold the bar with a close underhand grip between
the dip bars. Your fingers are pointed towards your
body.

4| Chin-ups with a wide underhand
grip

Exercising
muscles

Description
Hold the bar with a wide underhand grip outside the
dip bars. Your fingers are pointed towards your body.

5| Chin-ups with a close overhand
grip

10

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso

Exercising
muscles

Description
Hold the bar with a close overhand grip between the
dip bars. Your fingers are pointed away from your
body.

pullup-dip.com

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso
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Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Back/ biceps

6| Pull-ups (shoulder-width apart)

Exercising
muscles

Description
Hold the bar with a wide overhand grip outside the
dip bars. Your fingers are pointed away from your
body.

7| Pull-ups with hammer grip
(close and wide)

Exercising
muscles

Description
Hold the dip bars with a hammer grip, either close
or wide.

pullup-dip.com
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latissimus,
biceps,
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torso
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Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Back/ biceps
8| Pull-ups with additional weights
(advanced)

9| Jump to muscle-ups

Description

Exercising
muscles

You can either tie a barbell plate with the help of a
dip belt to your waist, use a weighted vest, or tuck
a dumbbell between your feet for additional weight.
Keep in mind not to exceed a maximum weight of
130kg.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Jump to muscle-ups are preparatory exercises for
muscle-ups. For this exercise, you install the bar
to a medium height. The holding bars should be
about the height of your neck.
2| Hold the bar with an overhand grip, arms about
shoulder-width apart, and jump from the ground
with both feet. This way, you avoid the pull-up
part and only work on the transition and dip on
the straight part of the bar.

pullup-dip.com
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Chest,
triceps,
shoulders,
torso,
core,
jumping
muscles

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Back/ biceps

10| Muscle-Ups (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
Before starting with muscle-ups, you should practice
jump to muscle-ups and explosive pull-ups, where
you pull yourself up explosively as far as possible in
order to cross the bar with your chest. Muscle-ups
can either be done with the additional straight bar
or the multi bars by turning them 180° towards the
tree.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso,
core

Muscle-ups are a combination of pull-ups, adjusting
the grip, and dips.
1| In the beginning, start with a pull-up shoulderwidth apart with a “false grip“ (hold the bar with
the balls of your hands).
2| When pulling upwards, do not pull yourself
to the top in a completely straight manner as
with regular pull-ups, but rather try to gather
backwards momentum away from the bar.
3| Now change your grip as fast as you can and try
to bring your body as close to the bar as possible
in order to push yourself upwards in the style of
a dip.

11| Muscle-Ups with support of a
resistance band

pullup-dip.com

Description

Exercising
muscles

Fasten a resistance band through a loop to the bar
and put one or both feet in the open loop of the
band. That way, the resistance band will support
your movement during the muscle-ups. The exercise
procedure is identical to muscle-ups without
resistance bands.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm,
torso,
core
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Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Back/ biceps

12| Bodyweight rowing (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Let your body hang, holding the dip bars with
both hands in parallel grip. The bar is mounted in
dip position for this exercise. In starting position,
your butt should be up in the air, level with your
upper body, knees are slightly bent.
2| Now pull yourself upwards to the bar, hold for a
second and slowly lower yourself back to starting
position in a controlled manner.
Note: Depending on your height, it may be necessary
for you to tilt your head to the side as to avoid
bumping it into the tree or pole.

13| Reverse deadlift (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
Note: Pay attention that your head does not get too
close to the tree or the wall in starting position, and
hold the dip bars as far at the ends as possible. This
exercise may not be possible for very tall people.
1| Let your body hang, holding the dip bars in parallel
grip with both hands. The bar is mounted in dip
position for this exercise. In starting position,
your butt should be up in the air, level with your
upper body.
2| Now bring both your legs straight up in the air
until they are between the dip bars. Your body
should be completely straight and in line while
hanging upside down.
3| Briefly hold this extended position and then go
back to starting position.

pullup-dip.com
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Latissimus,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
insides of
forearms,
upper back,
biceps,
abdominal
muscles,
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Abdominal
muscles,
latissimus,
hip extensors,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
insides of
forearms,
gluteus,
lower back,
torso,
core

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Chest/ triceps

14| Dips

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Hold both dip bars depending on your desired
grip width, your arms almost completely extended.
Your arms should not be completely straight but
rather slightly bent in the elbows in order to be easier on your joints. Depending on your target muscle,
there are two different positions:

Chest,
triceps,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
torso,
core

Chest:
Bend your legs backwards and your upper body
forwards. Elbows are pointed to the sides during the
downward movement.
Triceps:
Lock straight ahead, hold your upper body upright
and extend your legs straight towards the ground.
Elbows stay close to your body during the downward
movement.
2| Lower your body down until your upper arms are
parallel to the ground, and push yourself back into
starting position in a controlled manner afterwards
until your arms are almost fully extended.

15| Dips with support of a resistance
band

Exercising
muscles

Description
Fasten both ends of a resistance band to the dip bars
and put your knees in the loop in order to get support
when you push yourself back up.

pullup-dip.com
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Chest,
triceps,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
torso,
core

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Chest/ triceps
16| Muscle-ups with dips on the
straight bar (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
This exercise is preferably done with the straight bar.
1| For this exercise you only do a muscle-up (see above
for a detailed description) in order to reach the top of
the bar. Legs and back are straight the entire time and
the arms are extended in starting position.
2| When you have reached the top, lower yourself
back down in a controlled manner until your arms
have reached a 90-degree angle in the elbows. Push
yourself back up in the style of a dip until the arms are
extended. Engage your core muscles throughout the
entire exercise.

17| Dips (sitting)

Triceps,
chest,
upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearms,
shoulders,
torso,
core

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| For this exercise, install the Pullup & Dip Bar to a tree
or pole in a low position so that the dip bars are about
30cm above the ground in dip position.

Triceps,
chest,
shoulders

2| Hold the dip bars with both hands and place your
extended legs on the ground. Hold your upper body
straight, arms not being completely extended but
rather slightly bent in the elbows in order to protect
your joints.
3| Lower your body until your upper arms are parallel
to the ground, then push yourself back to starting
position in a controlled manner until your arms are
almost fully extended.

18| Incline push-ups

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| For this exercise, install the Pullup & Dip Bar to a tree
or pole in a low position so that the dip bars are about
20cm above the ground in dip position.

Triceps,
chest,
shoulders

2| Hold the dip bars with your hands a little wider than
shoulder-width apart in front of your body. In starting
position, your hands should be directly beneath your
chest. Then extend your legs behind your body.
3| Now lower your body until your nose almost touches
the bar. Head, upper body and legs should be in a
straight line. Additionally, you should never extend
your arms fully but rather keep them slightly bent.
Push yourself back up in a controlled manner.

pullup-dip.com
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Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Chest/ triceps

19| Incline push-ups with close grip

Exercising
muscles

Description
For this variation, hold the bar at the straight part in
a very close grip to put more emphasis on the triceps.

20| Negative push-ups

Chest,
triceps,
shoulders

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| For this exercise, install the Pullup & Dip Bar to a
tree or pole in a low position so that the dip bars
are about 30cm above the ground in dip position.

Chest,
triceps,
shoulders

2| Place your hands in front of your body a little
wider than shoulder-width apart. In starting
position, your hands should be directly beneath
your chest. Then, extend your legs behind your
body and place your feet on the Pullup & Dip bar.
3| Now lower your body until your nose almost
touches the ground. Head, upper body and legs
should be in a straight line. You should never
extend your arms fully but rather keep them
slightly bent. Afterwards, push yourself back up
in a controlled manner.

21| Triceps extension

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Install the bar in a low pull-up position, about the
height of your pelvis.
2| Hold the bar with both hands at the straight
part with an overhand grip, so your fingers are
pointed down at the ground. Upper body and
legs should be aligned.
3| Now lower your upper body in a controlled
manner and push yourself back up afterwards.
Your arms should be as close as possible to your
body throughout the exercise.
pullup-dip.com
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Triceps

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Legs

22| One-legged squats (pistol squats)

Exercising
muscles

Description
For this exercise, the Pullup & Dip Bar is especially
helpful in the beginning to support balance and
strength in order to practice and master this exercise.
1| Install the bar in a low pull-up position, about the
height of your pelvis.
2| In the beginning, support yourself on one of the
dip bars to keep balance.
3| Now extend one leg to the front and hold it in
this position. At the same time, you bend your
other leg as far as possible in a one-legged squat,
bowing your upper body forwards and pushing
your shoulders in front of your knees. Afterwards,
return to starting position.

pullup-dip.com
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Thighs,
hamstrings
(stabilizing),
gluteus,
hip extensors

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Abdominal muscles/ torso

23| Leg raises (straight)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Install the bar at a height that allows you to hang
from it without touching the ground.
2| Hold the bar with overhand grip, facing away
from the tree and without touching the ground.
For this, a lot of grip power is necessary. Engage
your core, extend your legs completely and pull
them upwards in a controlled manner until they
are parallel to the ground.

Abdominal
muscles,
forearms

3| Afterwards, lower the legs again to starting
position. Avoid any swinging movements.

24| Leg raises (lateral)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Install the bar at a height that allows you to hang
from it without touching the ground.
2| Hold the bar with overhand grip, facing away
from the tree and without touching the ground.
For this, a lot of grip power is necessary. Engage
your core, extend your legs completely and pull
them upwards and to the sides in a controlled
manner until they are parallel to the ground.

Abdominal
obliques,
forearms

3| Afterwards, lower the legs again to starting
position and pull them up again to the other side.
Avoid any swinging movements.

25| Knee raises (straight)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Install the bar at a height that allows you to hang
from it without touching the ground.
2| Hold the bar with overhand grip, facing away
from the tree and without touching the ground.
For this, a lot of grip power is necessary. Engage
your core and pull your knees as far towards your
chest as possible with your knees bent.
3| Afterwards, lower the legs again to starting
position. Avoid any swinging movements.

pullup-dip.com
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Abdominal
muscles,
forearms

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Abdominal muscles/ torso

26| Knee raises (lateral)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Install the bar at a height that allows you to hang
from it without touching the ground.
2| Hold the bar with overhand grip, facing away
from the tree and without touching the ground.
For this, a lot of grip power is necessary. Engage
your core and pull your knees as far towards on
side of your chest as possible with your knees
bent.

Abdominal
obliques,
forearms

3| Afterwards, lower the legs again to starting
position and repeat to the other side. Avoid any
swinging movements.

27| Alternating leg raises

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Hold the bar with overhand grip and let your body
hang freely without touching the ground, facing
away from the tree/from the wall. Your arms and
your upper body should always be elongated.
2| Now raise both legs to a 90° angle to come into
starting position.
3| Alternating, move your legs up and down in a
controlled manner.

pullup-dip.com
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Abdominal
muscles,
forearms

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Abdominal muscles/ torso

28| Around the world leg raises

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Hold the bar with overhand grip and let your
body hang freely without touching the ground,
facing away from the tree/from the wall. Your
legs should be slightly bent, your arms and your
upper body should always be elongated.

Abdominal
obliques,
forearms

2| Now move your closed legs together in a circle,
like the arms of a clock, 360° in a circle „around
the world“.
3| After completing one circle, briefly stop when
you have reached starting position again and
then change directions.

29| Toes to bar

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| For starting position, let your body hang from the
bar with your hands shoulder-width apart. Your
fingers should face away from the tree.
2| Slightly lean your torso back and pull your knees
up towards your elbows so both your feet or toes
come to the bar. Your legs are slightly bent for
this. Afterwards, go back to starting position in a
controlled manner.

pullup-dip.com
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Abdominal
muscles,
shoulders,
back,
torso

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Abdominal muscles/ torso

30| Knees to bar crunches

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Let your body hang from the bar with overhand
grip, facing away from the tree/from the wall. Your
arms and your upper body are long.
2| Now pull your knees to your body and then bring
them up as close to the bar as possible. Your legs
are bent a lot more than during Toes to Bar.
3| Briefly hold this position and return to starting
position.

31| Dragon flag

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| For this exercise, install the Pullup & Dip bar to a
tree or pole in a low position so that the dip bars
are about 30cm above the ground.
2| Lie flat down on your back on the ground or
preferably on a workout mat so you can hold on to
the pull-up bar with both hands behind your head.
3| Extend your legs, engage your entire body and then
pull yourself towards the tree/pole in one straight
line in a controlled manner until you are almost
perfectly perpendicular to the ground. Head and
shoulders stay on the ground during this exercise.
4| Briefly hold this position and then go slowly back
to starting position, your legs never completely
touching the ground before you pull your body back
up, thus permanently maintaining body tension.

32| Dragon flag with one bent leg

22

Abdominal
muscles,
back extensors,
gluteus

Exercising
muscles

Description
Same execution as above, but with one leg bent in order
to simplify the exercise.

pullup-dip.com

Abdominal
muscles,
shoulders,
back,
torso
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Abdominal
muscles,
back extensors,
gluteus

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Abdominal muscles/ torso

33| L-hang

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Install the bar in pull-up position facing upwards
so you can hang without touching the ground.
Hold on to the bar with overhand grip, facing
away from the tree. For this exercise, a lot of grip
power is necessary.
2| Engage your core and raise your completely
extended legs up until they are parallel to the
ground (body and legs form the shape of an L).
3| Hold this position as long as possible, then go
back to starting position.

34| L-sit

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| This exercise is similar to the L-hang, but the bar
is installed significantly lower (about the height
of your pelvis), so you can push yourself up with
both arms from the dip bars.
2| Engage your core and raise your completely
extended legs up until they are parallel to the
ground (body and legs form the shape of an L).
3| Hold this position as long as possible, then go
back to starting position.

35| Windshield wiper (advanced)

23

Abdominal
muscles,
triceps and
shoulders
(stabilizing)
Abdominal
muscles,
triceps and
shoulders
(stabilizing)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Hang your body from the bar, hands about
shoulder-width apart, slightly bend your knees
and bring your butt up until it is parallel to the
ground.
2| To make this exercise a little easier, bring your
knees as close to your elbows as possible.
3| Now move your legs like a windshield wiper from
one side to the other in a controlled manner by
turning your hips. In the beginning, make sure
to limit your radius of movement (about 45° for
each side). Later, you can increase it when you
have had more practice.

pullup-dip.com
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Abdominal
obliques,
forearms

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Abdominal muscles/ torso

36| Human flag (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
To master the exercise Human Flag, you slowly lower
yourself from the highest point of the bar. By doing this,
you internalize the motion sequence. Additionally, you
should start with a slow progression of exercises before
attempting the original execution of the exercise. For
additional support, you may also use a resistance band,
which you can fasten to the bar and attach to your feet.

Abdominal
muscles,
torso,
shoulders

Progressions by adjustments of the upper body:
1| Tucked Flag: For this exercise, you slightly bend your
knees. To further simplify this exercise, rotate your
pelvis and your upper body slightly outwards.
2| One leg flag: Only one leg is extended, the other one
is bent.
3| Straddle flag: Extend and spread both legs.

37| Human flag with support of a
resistance band

Exercising
muscles

Description
Execution:
1| Hold the bar with one of your hands and place the
other arm on the tree or a bar. The distance between
both hands should be as big as possible.
2| Rotate the shoulder of the lower arm outwards and
pull with the upper arm while pushing with the lower
one away from the tree. It is important that both arms
are straight during this exercise. In the beginning, start
with a lot of momentum and quickly bring your legs
up. Then lower them slowly until they are straight
and parallel to the ground. For muscular balance, you
should alternate the grip with both arms.

38| Skin the cat (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
Skin the cat is a very challenging exercise, which is why it
should only be attempted by advanced people. Very tall
people may experience problems at the Pullup & Dip bar.
1| Hang your body from the bar with overhand grip.
2| To initiate the movement, pull your shoulder blades
together and down. Pull your legs over your head and
through your arms until they are facing towards the
ground again at the end of the movement.
3| In a controlled manner, go back to starting position.
Push your shoulder blades forwards and your hips
backwards for the returning movement. Keep your
arms straight during the entire exercise.

pullup-dip.com
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Abdominal
muscles,
latissimus,
hip flexors,
lower back,
gluteus,
forearms,
shoulders
(esp. shoulder
mobility),
core

Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Abdominal muscles/ torso

39| Hanging crunches

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Install the bar in pull-up position so it is about
level with your neck.

Abdominal
muscles

2| Curl both your legs around the bar so the insides
of your legs are on top of the bar. You can use
a towel as protection. In starting position, your
body hangs upside down with your head facing
downward and your hands behind your head.
3| Now move your upper body back up to your
knees as you would do with a crunch, briefly hold
there and then go back down to starting position.

40| L-hang siders

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Hang your body from the bar with overhand grip
so you are facing away from the tree/from the
wall. Your arms and your upper body are always
lengthened.
2| Now bring both your legs up to a 90° angle to
assume the starting position.

Abdominal
muscles and
abdominal
obliques,
forearms

3| Now move your extended legs to one side by
rotating your hips. Afterwards, switch to the
other side.

41| Plank

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Install the bar in a low dip position so the bar is
located about 10cm above the ground.

Abdominal
muscles

2| Place your feet on the bar, only letting your toes
touch it. Your elbows should be beneath your
shoulders and support the upper body. Your
forearms should be parallel or run up to each
other, hands touching each other.
3| Now engage all the muscles in your body to
increase tension by aligning your upper body,
hips, abdomen, and lower body and remaining in
this position for as long as possible.
pullup-dip.com
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Exercises with Pullup & Dip bar
Body tension and core

42| Handstand to bar

Exercising
muscles

Description
Before this exercise, you should practice handstands
at a wall by climbing up the wall with your feet step
by step. This way, you slowly work yourself up to the
outdoor version. Once you are confident with this
exercise, you can try the outdoor version with the
Pullup & Dip bar before attempting the completely
free version.

Torso,
arms,
shoulders

1| Place your hands on the ground, about shoulderwidth apart, facing towards the tree/the pole.
2| Now swing your legs into the air until they
touch the bar while keeping your arms and legs
perfectly straight. Your goal is to keep your body
as straight as possible and remain standing on
your hands as longs as you can.

43| Handstand on bar (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
Handstands on top of the Pullup & Dip bar are a
very challenging exercise, which is why we only
recommend it to very advanced athletes. Beginners
should start by practicing handstands on the floor
and with their feet rested against a wall or a tree.
1| Install the Pullup & Dip bar in a low dip position,
with the dip bars located about 15cm above the
ground.
2| Hold the dip bars with both hands and swing
your legs up in the air. Your arms are lengthened.
Keep your body in a straight line standing on your
hands for as long as possible. Feet and legs are
straight and lengthened as well.

pullup-dip.com
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Torso,
arms,
shoulders

Gym rings
Training with gym rings
Training with gym rings or gymnastic rings provides a holistic, functional bodyweight
workout, as the muscles have to balance the instability in all directions due to
the freedom of movement of the rings. This will give you an additional training
effect compared to training with dumbbells or guided exercises on machines.
The gym rings also complement each other perfectly with our Pullup & Dip bar so you can
perform many more exercises and optimally complement your Freeletics, Calisthenics or
other bodyweight training. All in all, we will introduce you to over 40 different exercises with
the gym rings. You should start with the easier exercises before you dare to the sometimes
very demanding exercises.

Indoor & outdoor workout
Gymnastic rings allow you to train outdoors, for example in the park, garden or while on
vacation, as well as a training at home or in the hotel room on a business trip. In the indoor
area you can fix the rings either on a pull-up bar on the wall or a ceiling or with the included
door anchor on a door frame. For the outdoor installation you need to look for a sufficiently
stable branch or mount the rings on a sturdy beam. The attachment of the rings to the
outdoor Pullup & Dip bar is also possible.

Product content
The gym ring set by Pullup & Dip consists of two wooden rings, two extra-wide numbered
nylon straps with quick-release buckles, a door anchor for a indoor training and a practical
transportation bag so you can transport
the rings comfortably.
Description

pullup-dip.com
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Exercising
muscles

Gym rings
Installation options
1| Outdoor installation on a branch

2| Installation on a door with the door anchor

3| Installation on the Pullup & Dip bar
Description

Exercising
muscles

				

More about the gym rings by Pullup & Dip
pullup-dip.com
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Exercises with gym rings
Back
44| Pull-ups (overhand grip,
underhand grip)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so that your head will not hit the bar/the
branch in your final position. The distance between the
rings should be about as long as your forearm.
2| Starting position:
Hang your body from the rings in a controlled manner
with straight arms. If possible, also straighten your legs
(if not, bend them as far as necessary). Remember to
activate and engage your shoulders during the hanging
position.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearms,
torso

3| Execution:
Engage your arms during the hanging position and
activate your shoulders. Pull yourself straight up with
you head between the two rings, bend your arms and
maintain tension in your entire body.

45| Pull-ups with support of a
resistance/pull-up band

Exercising
muscles

Description
Pull-ups with support:
Attach a resistance band through a loop to one of the rings
and step into the other end of the band with either one or two
feet. The band supports you during the upward movement.

46| Archer pull-ups

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so that your head will not hit the bar/the
branch in your final position. The distance between the
rings should be about as long as your forearm.
2| Starting position:
Let your body hang from the rings with straight arms in
a controlled manner. If possible, also straighten your legs
(if not, bend them as far as necessary). Remember to
activate and engage your shoulders during the hanging
position.
3| Execution:
Pull yourself up diagonally from the hanging position to
one of the rings with activated shoulders by extending
the other arm away from the body. Briefly remain in this
position, go back to starting position and switch sides
afterwards.

pullup-dip.com
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Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
torso

Exercises with gym rings
Back

47| Typewriter pull-ups

Description

Exercising
muscles

Typewriter pull-ups are very similar to archer pullups, with the difference that you remain in the pullup position and there move from one side to the
other like an old typewriter.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
torso

Adjustments and starting position are identical to the
ones for archer pull-ups.
1| Pull yourself up diagonally from the hanging
position to one of the rings with activated
shoulders by extending the other arm away from
the body. Up in this position, you move from one
side to the other by pulling one arm towards you
and extending the other one away from you.

48| Rowing with overhand grip

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more
challenging the exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight and the angle between your
body and arms should be 90°. Your arms are
straight, your hands are in overhand grip (back
of the hand facing upwards) and your feet should
be located underneath the attachment point of
the belts.
3| Execution:
Pull your chest to your hands by bending your
arms and pulling your elbows backwards. Elbows
should be raised no more than 45° from the
body, the body stays straight. Go back to starting
position.
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Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
outsides of
forearms,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Back

49| Rowing with underhand grip

Exercising
muscles

Description
Execution of this exercise is identical to Rowing with
Overhand Grip, except for a different grip. With
underhand grip, your fingers are pointed upwards.
Alternatively, you can practice Rowing with hammer
grip. For this exercise, your palms are facing each
other.

50| One-arm rowing

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the ring, the more
challenging the exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight and not rotated, the angle
between your body and arm is about 90°. Your
arm is extended and hold the ring with overhand
grip (back of the hand facing upwards), your feet
are located close to the attachment point of the
belts.
3| Execution:
Pull your chest towards your hand by bending
your arms and twisting your upper body towards
the ring. Briefly hold this position and go back
to starting position. After one set, switch to the
other arm.
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Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
outsides of
forearms,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Back
51| Tucked front lever pull-ups
(advanced)

1|

2|

3|

52| Rowing with one ring
(underhand grip)

Exercising
muscles

Description
Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so there is still some room between your
extended legs and the bar/the branch when you hang
upside down.
Starting position:
From the upside down hanging position, tilt your upper
body towards the back of your body, bend in the hips and
move your butt down until your upper body is parallel to
the ground. Your legs remain extended vertically, pointing
upwards in front of the rings. Activate your back and
latissimus and consciously engage them. Your abdomen
should also be stabilized.
Execution:
Now bend your arms and pull yourself up. Your legs remain
extended, pointing upwards and your upper body stays
parallel to the ground. Keep an angle of 90° between your
upper body and your thighs. Afterwards, return to starting
position in a controlled manner.

Exercising
muscles

Description
1|
2|

3|

Abdominal
muscles,
latissimus,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
insides of
forearms,
upper back,
biceps,
torso,
core

Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more challenging the
exercise gets.
Starting position:
Your body is straight, your arms are straight, and both your
hands hold onto one ring with underhand grip (backs of your
hands facing down). Your feet should be located beneath
the attachment point of the belts.
Execution:
Pull your chest towards your hand by bending your arms
and pulling your elbows back at the same time. Your body
remains straight throughout this exercise. Briefly hold and
go back to starting position.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
insides of
forearms,
torso,
core

Variations:
––
overhand grip (backs of the hands facing up)
––
hammer grip (backs of the hands facing away from each
other)

53| Butterfly reverse

Exercising
muscles

Description
1|
2|

3|

pullup-dip.com

Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more challenging the
exercise gets.
Starting position:
Your body is straight and the angle between your body and
arms should be 90°. Your arms are straight, your hands in
hammer grip extended and parallel to each other. Your feet
should be located beneath the attachment point of the
belts.
Execution:
Move your arms to the sides, keeping them level with your
shoulders. Your body remains straight and moves forward
during this exercise. Briefly hold and go back to starting
position.
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Upper back,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Back

54| Muscle-ups (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so that your head will not hit
the bar/the branch in your final position. The
distance between the rings should be about as
long as your forearm.
2| Starting position:
Hold onto the rings (execution with a false grip
makes the exercise a little easier). Let your
body hang from the rings with straight arms in
a controlled manner, straighten your legs as well
and remember to keep your shoulders activated
and engaged during the hanging position.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearms,
chest,
triceps,
shoulders,
torso,
core

3| Execution:
Phase 1: Pull
Pull yourself up from the hanging position
with activated shoulders, with your head
between both rings. The movement should
happen explosively. Bend your arms and
make sure your entire body is engaged.

55| Muscle-Ups with support of a
resistance band

Exercising
muscles

Description
Phase 2: Transition
Your elbows move behind your body while staying
close to each other. Your upper body slightly
bends forward. Try to actively use the impulse
from the pull to create an effective transition to
the push-phase → change of muscle engagement
from pull-phase to push-phase.
Phase 3: Push
After the transition, execute the same movement
as for dips. Extend your arms and go to a push-up
position. Afterwards, go back in reversed order
in a controlled manner back down to starting
position.
Attach a resistance band through a loop to one of the
rings for extra support when practicing this exercise.
Put either one or both feet in the other end of the
band.
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Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearms,
chest,
triceps,
shoulders,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Back

56| Front lever (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so there is still some room
between your extended legs and the bar/the
branch when you hang upside down.
2| Starting position:
Hold onto the rings and let your body hang from
them with straight arms in a controlled manner.
If possible, also straighten your legs (if not, bend
them as far as necessary). Remember to keep
your shoulders activated and engaged during the
hanging position.

Abdominal
muscles,
latissimus,
hip flexors,
core,
shoulders

3| Execution:
Keep your body completely straight and fully
extended, and tilt your body towards the front of
your body (shins are moving upwards). Keep your
shoulders active and stabilized and engage your
entire body. When you are parallel to the ground,
hold this position as long as possible.

57| Front lever with support of a
resistance band

Exercising
muscles

Description
4| Variation:
Attach a resistance band through a loop to one of
the rings for extra support when practicing this
exercise. Put either one or both feet in the other
end of the band.
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Abdominal
muscles,
latissimus,
hip flexors,
core,
shoulders

Exercises with gym rings
Back

58| Back lever (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so there is still some room
between your extended legs and the bar/the
branch when you hang upside down.
2| Starting position:
Hold onto the rings and let your body hang from
them with straight arms in a controlled manner.
Remember to keep your shoulders activated and
engaged during the hanging position.
3| Execution:
Slightly bend your arms, pull your knees towards
your chest and steer your legs through the belts.
Your shoulders are the center of rotation. Keep
your body fully extended and completely straight,
your shoulders stay activated and stabilized.
Engage the entire body throughout this exercise.
When you are parallel to the ground, hold this
position. Depending on the length of your
interval, return to starting position.
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Gluteus,
lower back,
hip extensors,
core,
shoulders

Exercises with gym rings
Biceps

59| Biceps curls forwards

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more
challenging the exercise gets.

Biceps,
torso,
core

2| Starting position:
Your body is straight, the angle between your
body and arms should be about 90°. Your arms
are straight, and you hold onto the rings with
underhand grip (backs of the hands facing
down). Your feet should be located beneath the
attachment point of the belts.
3| Execution:
Now bend your arms by pulling your hands
towards your face. The angle between your body
and upper arms remains at about 90°, and your
body stays straight. Go back to starting position.

60| Bizeps curls backwards
(advanced)

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more challenging the exercise gets.

Biceps,
torso,
core

2| Starting position:
Your body is straight (your front facing down), and
the angle between your body and arms should
be at about 90°. Your arms are straight behind
your body and you hold onto the rings with overhand grip (backs of the hands facing up). Your
feet should be located beneath the attachment
point of the belts.
3| Execution:
Now bend your arms, hands staying as close to
the body as possible. The angle between your
body and upper arms remains at about 90°, your
body stays completely straight throughout the
entire exercise. Go back to starting position.
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Exercises with gym rings
Biceps

61| Biceps curls (sideways, one-arm)

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more challenging
the exercise gets.

Biceps,
torso,
core

2| Starting position:
Position yourself sideways to the bar or the attachment,
hold onto one ring, extend your arm and keep the belt at
tension. The angle between your arm and upper body is
90°, your body is straight and leans towards the opposite
side (not the holding side).
3| Execution:
Activate your arm, especially your biceps. The angle
between your upper arm and your body remains at 90°.
Your forearm moves towards your head by bending your
elbow. Afterwards, return to starting position. Your body
stays straight throughout the entire exercise.

62| Biceps curls (one ring)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower the rings are positioned, the more challenging
the exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight, the angle between your body and
arms is 90°. Your arms are straight, and you hold onto
one ring with underhand grip (backs of the hands are
facing down). Your feet should be located beneath the
attachment point of the belt.

Biceps,
forearms,
insides of
forearms,
torso,
core

3| Execution:
Now bend your arms while your hands move towards
your face. The angle between your body and upper arms
remains at 90°, your body stays straight. Go back to
starting position.

63| Inverted ring-pull-ups

Exercising
muscles

Description

(advanced)

1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so there is still at least 40cm of room
between your extended legs and the bar/ the branch in
the upside down hanging position.
2| Starting position:
Assume the upside down hanging position. Your body is
straight and both legs are extended completely straight.
Shoulders and trapezius muscles are actively engaged.
3| Execution:
Bend your arms and pull your entire body upwards in a
straight position. Afterwards, return to starting position
in a controlled manner.
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Biceps,
trapezius
muscles,
upper back,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Chest

64| Dips

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so that your head will not hit the
bar/the branch in your final position. The distance between the rings should be about as long as
your forearm.

Chest,
triceps
(stabilizing),
torso,
core

2| Starting position:
Take hold of the rings and push yourself up between the rings. Your arms are extended, upper
arms and shoulders are stabilized and actively engaged, legs extended and pointed at the ground.
3| Execution:
Bend your arms and lower your entire body down
while keeping body tension until your upper arms
are parallel to the ground. Your elbows should
pass your body as close as possible and not
exceed an angle of 45°. Your legs remain straight.
Go back to starting position by extending your
arms in a controlled manner (not explosively!).

65| Dips with support of a resistance
band

Exercising
muscles

Description
4| Variation:
Attach a resistance band through a loop to one
of the rings for support and place one or both of
your feet in the other end.
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Chest,
triceps
(stabilizing),
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Chest

66| Bulgarian dips

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so that your head will
not hit the bar/the branch in your final
position. The distance between the rings
should be about as long as your forearm.
2| Starting position:		
Take hold of the rings and push yourself up
between the rings. Your arms are extended,
upper arms and shoulders are stabilized and
actively engaged, legs extended and pointed at
the ground.

Chest,
triceps,
latissimus,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
torso

3| Execution:
Your arms move slowly to the sides in a controlled
manner and slightly bent in the elbows, but only
as far as you can still push yourself back up again.
Shoulders and arms remain actively engaged.
Return to starting position in a controlled manner.

67| Incline push-ups

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Rings in middle position.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight (your front facing the
ground), with an angle between your body and
arms of about 90°. Your arms are straight and
extended underneath your shoulders, hands in
overhand grip (backs of the hands facing up), and
your feet are positioned beneath the attachment
point of the belts.
3| Execution:
Lower your upper body to the rings, bend your
arms until they are next to your chest and do not
exceed an angle of 45° between your elbow and
your body. Go back to starting position by pushing yourself back up again. Your body remains
straight throughout the entire exercise.
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Chest,
triceps,
shoulders,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Chest

68| Push-ups (slightly elevated)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Attach the rings so they are located about 1520cm above the ground.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight, and the angle between
your body and arms is about 90°. Your arms are
straight and extended beneath your shoulders,
hands in overhand grip (backs of the hands
facing forward or up), and your head should be
positioned underneath the attachment point of
the belts.

Chest,
triceps,
shoulders,
torso,
core

3| Execution:
Lower your upper body down to the rings and
bend your arms until they are next to your
chest. The angle between your elbows and your
body should not exceed 45°. Keep your hands in
overhand grip and your body straight. Now go
back to starting position by extending your arms
and pushing yourself back up again.

69| Negative push-ups (close grip)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The higher the rings are positioned, the more
challenging this exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Place your feet in the rings with the front of your
body facing the ground. The rings are positioned
underneath the attachment points about 30cm
above the ground. Place your hands underneath
your chest, extend your arms and push yourself
up. Keep your shoulders actively engaged and
your body completely straight throughout the
entire exercise.
3| Execution:
Lower your upper body back to your hands, and
bend your arms until your chest is immediately
above the backs of your hands. Your elbows stay
close to your body. Go back to starting position
by extending your arms again.
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Triceps,
chest,
shoulders,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Chest

70| Incline butterfly

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower the rings are positioned, the more
challenging the exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight (your front facing down),
and the angle between your body and arms
should be at about 90°. Your arms are straight
and extended beneath your shoulders, and you
hold onto the rings with overhand grip (backs of
the hands facing up). Your feet should be located
beneath the attachment point of the belts.

Chest,
shoulders,
torso,
core

3| Execution:
Lower the upper body while moving your arms to
the sides. The angle in your elbow is fixed, your
body stays straight. Actively engage your chest
for stabilization and be aware of your shoulders.
Go back to starting position.

71| Ring Fly

pullup-dip.com

Description

Exercising
muscles

Execution of this exercise is identical to Incline
Butterflies (exercise 70), with the difference that
the rings are positioned even lower, which further
increases the intensity and challenge of this exercise.

Chest,
shoulders,
torso,
core
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Triceps

72| Triceps extension

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more
challenging the exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight, the angle between your
body and arms is bigger than 90°. Your arms are
straight and extended from the shoulders. Take
hold of the rings with overhand grip (backs of
the hands facing up). Your feet should be located
beneath the attachment point of the belts.

Triceps,
latissimus
(stabilizing),
insides of
forearms,
torso,
core

3| Execution:
The body remains straight. Now bend your
elbows without letting them slide to the sides.
Your head moves between your arms underneath
the rings, the angle between your body and
upper arms stays the same. Remember to keep
good body tension. Go back to starting position
by extending your arms again.

73| One-arm triceps extension

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more
challenging the exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight (your front facing towards
the ground). The angle between your body and
arm is bigger than 90°. Your arm is straight and
extended from the shoulder, your hand holding
the ring in overhand grip (back of the hand
facing up). Your feet should be located close to
underneath the attachment point of the belt.
3| Execution:
Your body stays straight, only bend your elbow
with letting it fall to the side. Your head moves
next to your arm and underneath the ring. The
angle between your body and upper arm remains
the same. Remember to keep good body tension.
Go back to starting position by extending your
arms again.
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Triceps,
latissimus
(stabilizing),
insides of
forearms,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Triceps
74| Horizontal triceps extension
(advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more
challenging the exercise gets. Rings should be
located about 30cm above the ground.
2| Starting position:
The front of your body is facing the ground. Take
a hold of the rings and place your elbow on the
mat. Your upper body should be straight, your
hips slightly bent. Your body is rested on your
knees, which are slightly bent as well.
3| Execution:
Extend your arms and raise your elbows off the
ground. Keep the angle between upper body and
thighs fixed. Your upper body stays straight the
whole time. Go back to starting position.
4| Advanced variation:
Same execution, but with extended legs (only
elbows and feet touch the ground in starting
position, the body is straight and completely
extended).
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Triceps,
latissimus
(stabilizing)
insides of
forearms,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Legs

75| Squats with extended arms

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Attach the belts as long as possible so the rings
are located just above the ground.
2| Starting position:
Take hold of both rings, step back and stretch the
belts. Keep your arms straight and slightly lean
back with a shoulder-width stance. Your body is
straight.

Thighs,
hamstrings
(stabilizing),
gluteus,
hip extensors

3| Execution:		
Bend your legs and your hips. Your upper body
moves down and stays straight, your butt is
lowered. Keep your arms straight and remember
to keep tension on the belts. Actively engage
your thighs and return from the lowest position
back to starting position.

76| One-legged squats (pistol squats)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Only use one ring. Attach the belt as long as
possible so the ring is located just above the
ground.
2| Starting position:
Take hold of one of the rings, step back and stretch
the belt. Keep the arm straight and slightly lean
back, standing on one leg. Extend the other leg
to the front.
3| Execution:
Bend your standing leg and your hips at the same
time. Your upper body moved down. Keep your
arm extended. The extended leg moves forward
and stays up in the air, never touching the ground.
Actively engage your thighs. Go back to starting
position by actively extending your standing leg
again.
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Thighs,
hamstrings
(stabilizing),
gluteus,
hip extensors

Exercises with gym rings
Legs
77| One-legged squat, second variation
(pistol squat)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:		
Adjust one ring to a low position, the other one
a little higher.
2| Starting position:
Extend one leg and place your ankle in the ring.
Take hold of the other ring (a little higher) with
the arm from the other side (diagonally). Your
arm should be bent and close to your body. Your
body is straight, both belts are in tension.

Thighs,
hamstrings
(stabilizing),
gluteus,
hip extensors

3| Execution:
Bend the leg you are standing on until your
knee is above your toes. The leg in the ring stays
straight, the arm holding the ring extends while
the leg bends. Afterwards, go back to starting
position by extending your leg and bending your
arm again.

78| Lunges

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The rings are located about 30cm above the
ground.
2| Starting position:
Stand upright and place one foot in one of the
rings, the leg is bent at the same time. Step
forward with the other leg, until the leg in the
ring is bent in a 90° angle (between calf and
thigh).
3| Execution:
Now bend your standing leg until the knee
is above your toes. The leg in the ring moves
backwards, your upper body stays straight and
leans slightly forward. Return to starting position
by extending your leg again.
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Thighs,
hamstrings
(stabilizing),
gluteus,
hip extensors

Exercises with gym rings
Legs

79| Ring hamstring curls

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Attach the belts as long as possible so the rings
are located just above the ground.
2| Starting position:
Put both feet through the rings and lie down on
your back, keeping your body straight. The rings
are located underneath the attachment point of
the belts. Put your arms on the ground next to
your body, activate the muscles in your body so it
straightens. This way, your butt is lifted from the
ground, only your shoulders and your upper back
and head still lie on the ground.

Hamstrings,
gluteus,
lower back
(stabilizing),
abdominal
muscles,
core

3| Execution:
Bend your legs, bend your body in your hips and
actively engage your hamstrings. Your knees
move above your chest. Stabilize your upper
body. Return to starting position in a controlled
manner. Your butt does not touch the ground
throughout the entire exercise.

80| Hip raises

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the belts as long as possible so your
feet can be placed in the rings while the angle
between your calves and your thighs and the
angle between your thighs and your torso each
are about 90°.
2| Starting position:
Place each foot in one of the rings. The angle
between your calves and your thighs and the
angle between your thighs and your torso each
are about 90°, your upper body lies flat on the
ground. The rings should be located underneath
the attachment point of the belts, and your arms
lie down next to your body.
3| Execution:
Raise your hips up actively and lift your butt and
lower back off the ground. Actively engage your
thighs, your butt and your lower back. Only your
shoulders and your head are in contact with the
ground. Afterwards, lower your body back to
starting position.
pullup-dip.com
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Calves
(stabilizing),
hamstrings,
gluteus,
lower back,
hip extensors,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Legs

81| Squat jumps

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the belts as long as possible, so the rings
are just above the ground.
2| Starting position:
Take hold of both rings, step back and stretch the
belts. Keep your arms extended and slightly lean
back with a shoulder-width stance. Your body is
straight.
3| Execution:
Bend your legs and your hips, your upper body
moves down and stays straight, your butt is
lowered almost to the ground. Keep your arms
straight and keep tension on the belts. Actively
engage your thighs, push yourself off the ground
explosively with both feet and jump. After
landing, return to starting position.
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Thighs,
hamstrings
(stabilizing),
gluteus,
hip extensors

Exercises with gym rings
Abdominal muscles

82| Ring rollout on knees

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more
challenging the exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Your knees are positioned beneath the attachment
point of the belts, your head is located between
the belts, facing the rings. Your arms are straight
and extend from your upper body (backs of the
hands facing up), the upper body is kept straight.

Abdominal
muscles,
latissimus,
torso,
core

3| Execution:
Stabilize your hips. Only the angle between your
upper body and arms opens up, until they are
perfectly in line. Thighs, upper body and arms
form one line. Remember to keep your entire
body engaged. Go back to starting position.

83| Ring rollout (standing)

Exercising
muscles

Description

(advanced)

1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
The lower you position the rings, the more
challenging the exercise gets.
2| Starting position:
Your feet are positioned beneath the attachment
point of the belts, your head is located between
the belts, facing the rings. Your arms are straight
and extend from your upper body (backs of the
hands facing up), the upper body is kept straight.
3| Execution:
The angle between your hips and your upper
body and between your upper body and arms
opens up until thighs, upper body and arms are
perfectly in line. Remember to keep your entire
body engaged. Go back to starting position.
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Abdominal
muscles,
torso,
core

Exercises with gym rings
Abdominal muscles

84| Knee raises

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so that your head will not hit
the bar/the branch in your final position. The
distance between the rings should be about as
long as your forearm.

Abdominal
muscles,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
hip flexors

2| Starting position:
Take hold of the rings and push yourself up
between the rings. Your arms are extended,
upper arms and shoulders are stabilized and
actively engaged, legs extended and pointed at
the ground.
3| Execution:
Knee raises
Keep your upper body straight, bend your
body in your hips and take your bent legs
upwards. According to your level of difficulty,
your thighs are either parallel to the ground
or are raised to your chest. Go back to starting
position by lowering your legs again.

85| Leg raises

Exercising
muscles

Description
Leg raises
Keep your upper body straight, bend your body in
your hips and take your extended legs upwards.
According to your level of difficulty, your legs
are either parallel to the ground or are raised
towards your head. Go back to starting position
by lowering your legs again.
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Abdominal
muscles,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
hip flexors

Exercises with gym rings
Abdominal muscles

86| Knee raises (static)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
See knee raises.
2| Starting position:
See knee raises.

Abdominal
muscles,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
hip flexors

3| Execution:
Keep your upper body straight, bend your body in
your hips and take your bent legs upwards until your
thighs are parallel to the ground. Hold this position for
a while (depending on the length of your intervals). Go
back to starting position by lowering your legs again.

87| L-sit (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
See leg raises.
2| Starting position:
See leg raises.

Abdominal
muscles,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
hip flexors

3| Execution:
Keep your upper body straight, bend your body in your
hips and take your extended legs upwards until your
thighs are parallel to the ground. Hold this position for
a while (depending on the length of your intervals). Go
back to starting position by lowering your legs again.

88| Ring crunches (straight)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the belts as long as possible, so the rings are
just above the ground.
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight (your front facing towards the
ground), the angle between your body and arms
is about 90°. Your arms are straight and extended
beneath your shoulders, your hands placed on the
ground. Your feet are put into the rings beneath the
attachment point of the belts.
3| Execution:
Pull your knees towards your chest as close as possible
and bend your legs and hips at the same time. Your
upper body stays straight, and your arms extended.
Go back to starting position.
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Abdominal
muscles,
core,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
thighs
(stabilizing)

Exercises with gym rings
Abdominal muscles

89| Ring crunches (diagonal)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Identical to ring crunches (straight).
2| Starting position:
Your body is straight/extended (your front facing
towards the ground), the angle between your
body and your arms is about 90°. Your arms are
bent in plank position, your feet are put into the
rings beneath the attachment point of the belts.

Abdominal
muscles,
core,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
thighs
(stabilizing)

3| Execution:
Your arms remain in plank position. Pull your
knees to one side in direction of your upper
arms (alternating between left and right) as far
as possible. Bend your legs and hips while doing
so. Your upper body remains straight. Go back to
starting position. Actively engage your abdominal
muscles throughout the entire exercise.
4| Variation:
In a plank position supported on your hands (see
ring crunches (straight)).

90| Crunches mit Powerlift

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the belts as long as possible, so the rings
are just above the ground.
2| Starting position:
Lie down flat on your back on the workout mat.
Your head is located beneath the attachment
point of the belts. Take hold of both rings using
hammer grip (backs of the hands facing away
from each other) and bring tension to the belts.
3| Execution:
Pull up your extended legs by bending in your
hips so your legs move towards the belts. At
the same time, lift your butt off the ground and
move up your legs vertically. Go back to starting
position by first lowering your butt and then
lowering your lengthened feet just above the
ground without touching it.
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Abdominal
muscles,
latissimus
(stabilizing)

Exercises with gym rings
Abdominal muscles

91| Skin the cat (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so there is still some room
between your extended legs and the bar/the
branch when you hang upside down.
2| Starting position:
Take hold of the rings and let your body hang
from the rings with straight arms in a controlled
manner. If possible, also straighten your legs
(if not, bend them as far as necessary) and
remember to keep your shoulders activated and
engaged during the hanging position.

Abdominal
muscles,
biceps,
latissimus,
hip flexors,
lower back,
gluteus,
forearms,
shoulders
(esp. shoulder
mobility),
core

3| Execution:
Slightly bend your arms, pull your knees towards
your chest and take your bent legs through the
belts. The center of rotation is located at your
shoulders. Slowly open your hips again while
your body moves towards the ground and let
your hang completely. Return to starting position
by bending your legs again and rotation your
body in the opposite direction.

92| Reverse deadlift (advanced)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Adjusting the rings and preparation:
Adjust the rings so there is still some room
between your extended legs and the bar/the
branch when you hang upside down.
2| Starting position:
Go to an upside down hanging position. The rings
are located next to your body.
3| Execution:
Bend your body at your hips. Your butt is lowered
until your upper body is parallel to the ground.
Your legs are straight and extended vertically
in front of the rings. Actively engage your back
and latissimus, your abdominal muscles should
stabilize the position. Return to starting position
by bringing your extended legs back towards the
attachment point of the belts.
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Abdominal
muscles,
latissimus,
hip extensors,
shoulders
(stabilizing),
insides of
forearms,
gluteus,
lower back,
torso,
core

Resistance bands
Training with resistance bands
Resistance bands (also called fitness bands or pull-up bands) are an extremely versatile
training accessory as they can be used for muscle building training, flexibility training as well
as mobility training. The bands can be used either alone for a workout but are also ideal in
combination with the Pullup & Dip bar or with gym rings as support or additional resistance.
For example you can use the bands as a support for exercises such as pull-ups or muscle-ups
to increase your repetitions. You can also use them as additional resistance during exercises
such as push-ups or squats. We show you below about 40 exercises with resistance bands for
a varied full-body workout. If you are interested in how the bands can be used for exercises
with gym rings or on the pull-up bar, we recommend the two previous chapters.
The resistance bands are practically stowable in the supplied bag and can be carried
anywhere - whether to the garden, a park or on vacation. Therefore you have your training
equipment always with you. They are made of 100% natural latex which makes them extra
tear-resistant and very long-lasting with constant resistance.

Different strengths

Beanspruchte
Muskeln

Description

The Pullup & Dip resistance bands come in three different strengths – extra light (red), light
(black), medium (blue) and strong (green).
•

The extra light band is particularly suitable for stretching, warm-up and light weight
training and supports only very lightly in exercises such as pull-ups.

•

The light band is also particularly suitable for stretching, warm-up and light weight
training and supports lightly in exercises such as pull-ups.

•

The medium band is suitable for moderate strength training and medium support in
pull-ups.

•

The strong band is especially suited to heavier strength training and provides strong support
in pull-ups, but on the other hand can also provide strong resistance for exercises like
push-ups.
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Resistance bands
Which strength is the right fit?
The right resistance band strength for you depends on your level of training and for which
exercises and purpose you want to use the bands. In order to give you a rough idea we have
created a graphic that specifically takes into account the band strength for pull-ups. Choose
your weight on the vertical axis and the number of pull-ups you can do without a band on
the horizontal axis. Thus the graphic shows you the recommended band strength. Please
note however that this recommendation is based purely on the exercise pull-ups and that
for other exercises a different band strength may fit better to you.

Exercising
muscles

Description

More about the Pullup & Dip resistance bands
Important note:
The bands are not suitable for children due to risk of strangulation and should be stored
away from children under 13 years of age.
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Exercises with resistance bands
Back

93| Seated row

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Sit on the floor with your legs straight and clamp
one end of the band under the soles of your feet.
2| Grab the other end of the band with your hands
(undergrip, palms to the body) and pull the
resistance band towards your belly. Hold briefly
and return to the starting position in a controlled
manner.

94| Standing row

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm muscle

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Step with both feet into the band (shoulderwidth) and bend your upper body by about 45°
to the front.
2| Grab with both hands the other end of the band
and pull the band to your belly. Hold briefly and
go back to the starting position in a controlled
manner.

Upper back,
latissimus,
biceps,
forearm muscle

3| To increase the resistance, you can choose a
wider stand.

95| Lat-pulldown

Exercising
muscles

Description
(The exercise is only recommended with the
resistance band strengths LIGHT & MEDIUM)
1| Grasp the band overhead with arms outstretched
and a reach that is significantly wider than
shoulder-width.
2| Now move both arms down until they are parallel
to the ground. Hold briefly and return to the
starting position in a controlled manner.
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Latissimus

Exercises with resistance bands
Back

96| Deadlift

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Take the band twice and step with both feet
about shoulder width on the band.
2| Squat down and grasp both ends with your hands.
3| Now unbend yourself up to a straight posture
and pay attention to a straight back. The head
forms the extension of the spine and the look
should be directed forwards. Pull the shoulders
slightly backwards as you move up and push your
hips forward.

Lower back,
trapezius
muscles,
harmstrings,
gluteus,
forearm muscle

4| Now go back to the starting position in a
controlled manner.

97| Good mornings

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Step with both feet into one end of the band, the
other end is placed in your neck.
2| Stand hip-width and upright and then push the
chest forward, your back is straight, your legs
fully extended and your look is placed forwards.
3| Then bring the upper body back up. The upper
body always remains in its original state by
keeping your back straight.
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Lower back,
gluteus,
harmstring
muscles

Exercises with resistance bands
Back

98| Lying lat row

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Attach the band by loop at low height to a pillar,
tree or post.

Latissimus

2| Lie on your back and grab the band over your
head with your arms outstretched.
3| Now move both stretched arms towards the
ground, hold briefly and return to the starting
position in a controlled manner.

99| Shrugs

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Step with both feet about shoulder-width in the
band and grab the other end with both hands.

Trapezius
muscle

2| Now pull your shoulders up, hold briefly and go
back to the starting position.
3| To change the level of difficulty, you can double
the tape or choose a wider stand with your feet.
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Exercises with resistance bands
Chest

100| Push-ups with resistance bands

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Place the band around your shoulders and the
upper back and fix both ends with the hands on
the ground.

Chest,
shoulders,
triceps

2| Now push the upper part of the body upwards,
hold it briefly and lower it in a controlled manner.
The upper body is straight and should not touch
the ground.

101| Standing chest press

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Place the band around the upper back and grab it
with both hands at chest height.
2| Now push both arms straight forward until your
arms are stretched, hold briefly and return to the
starting position in a controlled manner. The back
should always be straight.
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Chest,
shoulders,
triceps

Exercises with resistance bands
Chest

102| Lying chest press

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Place the band on the floor and lay with your
upper back on the band.
2| Now grab both ends of the band with your hands
and push your arms away from the body until
they are stretched out.

Chest,
shoulders,
triceps

3| Hold briefly and go back to the starting position.

103| Standing butterfly

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Place the band around the upper back or around
a thin tree and grab it at both ends with your
hands at chest height. The arms are stretched
outwards at a 180° angle and slightly angled.
2| Now move both arms together until they meet in
the middle of the body. Hold briefly and return to
the starting position in a controlled manner.
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Chest

Exercises with resistance bands
Shoulder

104| Front raise

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Step into the band with both feet and grasp the
band with your hands. The palms show off the
body.

Shoulders

2| Now raise your arms straight forward until they
are parallel to the ground.
3| Hold up short and go back to the starting position
in a controlled manner.

105| Standing shoulder press

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Step into the band with both feet and grasp the
band with both hands at shoulder height. The
back is straight and the palms face forward.
2| Push the arms up until they are stretched, hold
briefly and then return to the starting position in
a controlled manner.
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Shoulders

Exercises with resistance bands
Shoulder

106| Reverse butterfly

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Stand upright, extend your arms vertically away
from the body and grasp the band either at both
ends (lighter) or slightly more than shoulder
width depending on the level of difficulty.

Shoulders

2| Now move both arms outstretched outwards so
that your shoulder blades contract at the back.
Make sure your arms do not exceed an angle of
180° when retracting.
3| Hold briefly and then return to the starting
position in a controlled manner.

107| Upright row

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Step with both feet into the band and grab the
other end at hip height with both hands.
2| Now pull the band tightly up to the neckline. Pull
your elbows up as far as possible.

Shoulders,
trapezius
muscles

3| Hold up short and go back to the starting position
in a controlled manner.

108| Lateral raises (sideways)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Knee on the band and grasp one end with your
hands.
2| Now lift one arm slightly angled upwards until it
is parallel to the ground. Do the movement as if
you were lifting and emptying a bottle.
3| Hold on top and return to the starting position
in a controlled manner. Switch to the other arm
after one set.
Alternatively, you can do the exercise standing up.
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Shoulders

Exercises with resistance bands
Biceps/ triceps
109| Standing biceps curls with
underhand grip

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Step with both feet in one end of the band so
that it is fixed under the soles of your feet and
grab the band with both outstretched arms at hip
height. The palms are pointing up and the elbows
are close to the body.

Biceps

2| Now, by bending the elbows, lift the band to the
shoulder, hold it briefly and return to the starting
position in a controlled manner.

110| Hammer curls (both arms)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Step with both feet in one end of the band so
that it is fixed under the soles of your feet and
grab the band with both outstretched arms at hip
height. The palms are pointing to each other like
a hammer grip and the elbows are close to the
body.

Biceps

2| Now, by bending the elbows, lift the band to the
shoulder, hold it briefly and return to the starting
position in a controlled manner.

111| Hammer curls (one-armed)

pullup-dip.com
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Exercising
muscles

Same as exercise 110 but with one arm.

Biceps
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Exercises with resistance bands
Biceps/ triceps

112| High biceps curls (one arm)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Attach the band at shoulder height to a post or
thin tree.

Biceps

2| Grasp the other end with one hand, place your
upper arm parallel to the ground so that the arm
is stretched out and the band fully stretched.
3| Now move the arm towards your head so that the
biceps comes to tension, hold briefly and go back
to the starting position in a controlled manner.

113| Standing overhead triceps press

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Stand with both legs into the band and fix it on
the ground under your feet.

Triceps

2| Grasp the band behind your back with both
hands, stretch your elbows upwards and now
extend your forearms upwards until they are fully
outstretched.
3| Hold briefly and return to the starting position in
a controlled manner.

114| Standing triceps press

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Attach the band with a loop preferably on a pullup bar or a stable branch.
2| Now grab the band with both arms at the other
end and place the elbows parallel to the ground
and close to the body. The palms are facing to
each other.
3| Now push both arms downwards until the arms
are fully extended, hold briefly and return to the
starting position in a controlled manner.
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Triceps

Exercises with resistance bands
Biceps/ triceps

115| Standing triceps press (one arm)

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Grasp the band with one hand at hip level behind
the back. Grasp the other end with the other
hand behind the head with bent elbows.

Triceps

2| Extend the arm from the elbow upwards, hold
briefly and return to the starting position in a
controlled manner.
3| Change after one set to the other arm.

116| Standing overhead triceps press

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Attach the band over your head to a post / tree
or pull-up bar.
2| Grasp with both arms the other end so that the
palms face each other and bring the tape upside
down on tension.
3| Now push the forearms away from the body,
keeping the elbows in the same position at head
height. Stretch your arms fully, hold briefly and
then return to the starting position in a controlled
manner.
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Triceps

Exercises with resistance bands
Legs/ glutes

117| Squats

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Step with your feet into the band and fix the
band in the neck (or alternatively on the front
shoulders).

Quadriceps,
harmstrings,
gluteus

2| Take a shoulder-width stand and then go down
into the squat by pushing your butt backwards.
Make sure your back stays straight. Then press
yourself back up until you are upright.

118| Squats with straight arms

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Step with both feet about shoulder width into
one end of the band. Grab the other end of the
band with your palms.

Quadriceps,
harmstrings,
gluteus muscle

2| Now go down into the squat (straighten your
back, butt backwards) and at the same time
stretch your arms with the strap upwards. Hold
briefly and return to the starting position in a
controlled manner.
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Exercises with resistance bands
Legs/ glutes

119| Leg press

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Lie on your back and grab the band so that you
can get in with both feet (double the band for
more resistance).

Quadriceps,
harmstrings,
gluteus muscle

2| Now grab the tape with both hands, pull it
towards you to the body and then push both feet
away from you until they are almost stretched
out.
3| Hold briefly and then return to the starting
position in a controlled manner.

120| Beinpresse einbeinig

Exercising
muscles

Description
Same as exercise 119 but with one leg.
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Quadriceps,
harmstrings,
gluteus muscle

Exercises with resistance bands
Legs/ glutes

121| Lying leg curls

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Attach the band about 30cm above the ground
with a loop on a pole or thin tree.

Harmstrings

2| Then lie down on your stomach and fix the
band with one leg by climbing into one end and
attaching it to the lower leg.
3| Now move the leg as far as possible towards
the butt, hold briefly and return to the starting
position in a controlled manner.

122| Kickbacks

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Insert one foot into the band so that it is fixed
under the sole of the foot and hold kneeing with
both hands the band on the ground. The back
should be straight.

harmstrings,
gluteus muscle

2| Now stretch the leg out in a controlled manner,
hold briefly and return to the starting position.
3| Change after one set to the other leg and repeat
the process.

123| Lying calf raises

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Lay with your back on the ground and fix the
band under the forward section of your foot.
2| Grasp the band with both arms, place your upper
arm on the ground and hold the band so that
your forearms are angled at about 90 ° to the
upper arms.
3| Now push the forward section of your foot fully
away from the body, hold briefly and then return
to the starting position in a controlled manner.
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Calves

Exercises with resistance bands
Abs/ torso

124| Crunches

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Attach the band behind your back with one end
to a post or tree at an appropriate height.
2| Grasp with both hands kneeing on the floor the
band over your head.

Straight
abdominal
muscles

3| Now bend forward until your elbows touch
the ground, hold briefly and then return to the
starting position.

125| Core rotation

Description

Exercising
muscles

1| Attach the band to a post or tree with a loop at
belly height.

Side abdominal
muscles

2| Grab the other end of the band with both hands.
Stand 1 - 1.5 m away from the post, angle your
arms 90° to the body and hold tension.
3| Then turn your upper body 90 ° and bring the
band on tension, while the feet remain firmly on
the ground. Hold briefly and then go back to the
starting position in a controlled manner.

126| Russian Twists

Exercising
muscles

Description
1| Put your butt on the ground, attach one end of
the band under both soles of the feet and grab
with both hands the other end of the band at the
level of the hips.
2| Then slowly move the arms from one side to the
other. To increase the resistance, slightly spread
the legs.
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Most popular blog articles
Are you still interested in bodyweight training, calisthenics, Freeletics and outdoor training? Then
we recommend you our blog where you will find almost weekly interesting and helpful articles
about these topics.

To the Blog of Pullup & Dip
Overview of the most popular articles:

The five biggest mistakes in pull-ups - and how you avoid them!

5 tips for more grip strength on the pull-up bar
8 different grip positions for pull-ups
How to achieve 20 pull-ups in a row - 7 tips
10 Tips How to Do More Pull-ups
How to train biceps on the pull-up bar - 5 effective exercises
Pull-ups for pros - 10 more advanced pull-up variations

Description
Pull-Ups VS Chin-Ups: How Are They Different and Which is Better?

Top 5 Assisting Exercises For More Pull-ups
7 tips for building muscle with bodyweight training
How to do the perfect muscle-up - Top 5 tips
What You Must Know Before Getting Started With Calisthenics Training

Best 10 Pull-Up Bar Exercises for Abs
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Exercising
muscles

Final words
We are pleased that you have made it to the end of this e-book and hope that we can
successfully assist you with any exercises during your training. Now it is important to apply
what you have learned in practice. We wish you a lot of fun and success for your training!

If you have further questions or comments about the content or products described, feel
free to contact us at any time, preferably by e-mail to info@pullup-dip.com.

Can we somehow improve this e-book? If yes, please let us know at any time with your
suggestions, we look forward to them!

Do you already own one of our products and are you satisfied with it? Then we are very
happy about your recommendation and an honest product review on Amazon. Thank you
for this!

Speaking of recommendation: Do you have a blog, youtube channel or Facebook page about
program
fitness and want to recommend our products? Then we can offer you our affiliate program.
Sporty greetings,
The Pullup & Dip Team
Exercising
muscles

Description
Follows us on:
Facebook.com/pullupanddip

Youtube.com/pullupdip

@pullupanddipofficial (use hashtag #pullupanddip)
pullup-dip.com

Pullup & Dip
FT Fitness Technology GmbH
Blutenburgstraße 25
80636 Munich
Germany
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